Figure A -Individual big-data visualization for the study design (training, n=80) and validation (testing, n=70): design dataset -upper panels; validation dataset -lower panels. Each horizontal line represents one individual's data. Sleep/wake activity pattern was manually annotated epoch-by-epoch using polysomnography (PSG) scoring criteria. Note the large individual differences in sleep-wake pattern, especially the sleep latency (from time zero to the first black mark of sleep) and the large individual variability of awakening during sleep (mustard colors between black regions). The onset of the gray area indicates study termination for each individual. Cohen's kappa (epoch-by-epoch sleep/wake) agreement score for each subject was calculated comparing our proposed breathing sound analysis (BSA) system and the PSG scoring. For study protocol, see main body of the manuscript.
Figure B -
The correlation between sleep-wake estimation performances (using kappa score) and subject's breathing sound recording quality (signal to noise ratio, SNR). Each dot represents one individual from the validation (testing) dataset (n=70).
